Title word cross-reference

(2, 2) [KSSY12, LTC+15b]. (k, n) [YC11]. (n, t, n) [LHYZ12]. (t, n) [QD16, ZPWY12]. 0 [XHX+17]. 1 [XHX+17], 1, 2, 3 [SMDS11]. 11 [LJ17], 13 [Blo15]. 2 [DBPS12, EAA+16, ESS12, JR13, MCDB12, PGLL10, WY12]. 22 [MNP12], 2k [Sun16]. 3 [AP10, CG12b, DWZ12, FWS13, GZH12, GH11a, KWS+12, LJ17, LJ15, MKH+12, RS16, SS10b, SS12a, SGS14, WSSO12, tWmC12, YT11a, YI14, YPRI17]. 32, 32 [SA14], 3 × 3 [AMVZ12]. 4 [COP14, DWZ12, HLYS14]. 49.00 [Sch15a]. 8 [LPO+17]. 89 [APPVP15] = [JJUW10]. + [PYH+18]. 2 [YXN+16], 3 [LHM14], MT [HRB13], α [TTL10], c [KRDH13], d [QD16], d × d [KA17], t [ZTL15], Fp + νFp [WGF16], γ [DWZ12], GF(2)[x] [SF12], GF(2^n) [SKH15], GF(2^n) [LBOX12], K [FXP12, FR16, CHX13, ZHT16]. L(1/4 + o(1)) [Jou13]. M [MMSD13, ÖS11]. F_{3,8,30} [AMORH13]. F_q [SS13], A^P [HN10], GF(q) [LPPS10], LWE [BV14], μ [Jia14a], N [FR16], n × k(k ≥ n/2) [MC11], O(d13d) [KA17], O(n^2) [KS11], P [DG17], ±1 [HZZ14], q [GMS11], S [LJ15], t [HJM+11, Oba11], w [Kre13].

LW12, Pan14, PH12b, SLZ12]. **ACIS**
[Ano11a]. **ACM** [ACM10, ACM11, Orm16].
**Acoustic** [DLM'M'+18, GST13]. **ACP**
[LLG15]. **Across** [LQD'+16, TYK'+12].
**Active** [LJ15, AGWL16, BAB'+13].
**activities** [DLM'T12]. **Activity** [NTKG17].
**Ad** [PD14, Shc14, XHC'+12, KM10b, LXJ14, SGGCR'+16]. **Ad-Hoc** [PD14].
**Adam** [Bar12]. **adapted** [IMB17].
**Adaptive** [CT11a, zGXW12, GLG12, HZW'+14, HLbZ15, KD12a, Li15, PWLL13, SOS15, CLP'+13b, dCCSM'+12, dCCSB'+16, EEAZ13, FXP12, GCK11, GLM'+16, KS11, LHM14, LW'+10, PCL14, SH11, Wan13, WKH11].
**Adaptively** [HP14, OT12].
**adder** [MS13a].
**Adding** [CFVP16, CSL'+14].
**Additive** [TM18, ZDL12].
**Address** [WLY17, PSJ'+13].
**addresses** [AZH11].
**Addressing** [SVG16, SRB'+12].
**Adelson** [BB16b].
**Adelson-Velskii** [BB16b].
**adjacency** [SA15].
**adjacent** [Kre13].
**Administering** [Pal16].
**Adoption** [LKKL13, YWK10b].
**Advanced** [Böhl0, CSYY18, DR10, TC10, ALL'+18, DDFR13, GLIC10, Kra12, MKRM10, NdMMW16, SKK10].
**Advances** [PHWM10, WP15, Abe10, Gll10, LW11a, PJJ12, Rab10].
**Agreement** [WSSO12].
**Aggregating** [DP12].
**Aggregation** [BJL16, LHK10, SP15b, ZHW'+16, WMYR16].
**Aging** [SKV12].
**Ages** [Bur11, Joh15].
**Agreement** [Chi16, HCL'+14, HEC'+12, MNS11, TM12, WSS12, XL'M'+12, XLM14, XZLW15, AN15, BGAD12, CSD18, CTL13, DLK'+16, GH16, HPC12, IS'C'+16, IB11, KS11, KLW'+16, KDW'+17, LLLS13, LlK'+17, NCL13, Nos11, Nos14, hSZ15, TLL12, WXK'+17, XCL13, XMHD13, YZ'Z'+14, ZWQ'+11, ZTZ16, ZC15, OHJ10].
**Aided** [BGK12, BCGK12, BGB12, GMS14, Vun10, ABB13, LLY15, SSA11, WLFX17].
**AI** [AGLW16].
**Air** [AUMT16, ZWX'+18].
**aircraft** [XWZW16].
**AK** [XHC'+12].
**AK-PPM** [XHC'+12].
**AKA** [LSS13].
**AKF** [KD15].
**al** [LLW16, LLSW16, MWZ12, PLPW13, SBS'+12, Mac14, Keb15].
**al-Qaeda** [Mac14, Keb15].
**al.** [ABJ13, SPLHCB14].
**Alan** [CS12, Don14, He17, LCKBJ12].
**Algebra** [Xie12, BS15, Bul10b, CFF11, DWZ12, FGPGP14].
**Algorithm** [SK11, Tan15, Wat10, Bul10a, CFF11, SA14, YTM'+14].
**Algorithm** [ABCL17, Ano11b, AK14, BGJT14, CNR14, jCPB'+12, ESS12, GKS17, JHL12, JSZ12, JH11, JL16, KB10, LL11, LT4a, LLL17, NdMMW16, NV10, RR11, RVRC12].

Android [Ch13b, EBFK13, FHM+12, SEF10].


Applications [AMVZ12, Ana14, BKPW12, BCG+12b, BJCHA17, BS12, CZL12a, CZL12b, CPS16, DK15, FSK10, GKM16,
TY16b, TLL13, WWBC14, XDWN12.

attempt [Fel13]. ATtiny [EGG+12].

Attribute
[AAC+16, AHL+12, BFK+10, Boy13, CD16, CDL18, FHR14, GZZ+13, GSW+16, Gli12, GVW15, HSMY12, Her14, KGP12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, OT12, PB12, RVH+16, Rao17, SSW12, TYM+17, WHL15, WHLH16, XMLC13, XWLJ16, ZPM+15, ZPQ15, ZMZ17, ZHW15, FNWL18, HKHK13, JSMG18, LCL+15, LFZ+17, LFWS15, LYL15, LJW+17, RD17, XWS17, YCT15, ZWM14, ZML17].

Attribute-Based
[AAC+16, BFK+10, Boy13, CD16, FHR14, GZZ+13, GSW+16, GVW15, HSMY12, LW11b, LW11c, LW12, LJLC12, LYZ+13, LHL+14, LAL+15, LHL15, LW16, PB12, RVH+16, Rao17, SSW12, TYM+17, WHL15, XMLC13, XWLJ16, ZPM+15, ZQ15, ZMZ17, CD18, Her14, WHL16, HKHK13, JSMG18, LCL+15, LFZ+17, LFWS15, LYL15, LJW+17, RD17, XWS17, YCT15, ZWM14, ZML17].

Attribute-Hiding
[OT12, ZWM14].

Attributes
[CG12a, Yon11, LCL+17a].

Attribution
[XHC+12, FNP+15]. Auction
[Con10, HJM+11]. auctions [MR14c].

Audience
[DT12, CHX13].

Audio
[DA12, FM15, GCK12, HGT15, KD12a, KD12b, LSL12b, NXH+17, TC10, gWpNyY+14, XNG+14, XNRIG15, ZS12, LSQ11a, SKEG14, yWpNyL11, YQH12].

Audit
[YNNR12b].

Audiating
[LMD16, TCN+17, YYS+16, YXA+16].

August
[AB10a, JY14, MV12, Rab10].

Austin
[IEE13].

Authentic
[HLT+15, SZMK13]. Authenticate
[HM12].

Authenticated
[Alo12, BCO13, BDMLN16, CLY14, CCS14, CRE+12, DS11, EAA12, ESS12, FVS17, FFL12, GTT11, GL12, GZ12, HC12, HL10a, HCL+14, HEC+12, KMY18, LHRK10, LY16, LH11b, LCCJ13, LTT10, MR14a, MMY12, MWS17b, MHKS14, MSU13, PT16, Sar10b, Smi11b, TW14, XLM+12, XHC+12, XGLM14, XZLW15, YS12, YLW13, YRT+16, Yon12, ZPZ+16, ZHX16, AIB+16, CTL13, FA14b, FIO15, GPN+12, GLM+11, HPC12, HL11, HMP10, ISC+16, LWS10, LHH11, LML+13, NCL13, Nos11, Nos14, PPT15, SMBA10, Tso13, TKH14, WZM12a, WZM12b, WTT12, XWXC14, XCL13, YC12, YZZ+14, ZTZ16, ZXWA18, ZG10, ZZC15].

Authentication
[BS12, CHX13, GRL12, OKG+12, RGP12, WY12, ZCS15, LFGCGCRP14, PGL10].

Authentication
[ASO14, AAZ+16, ACAT+15, AUMT16, BL12, BCE+12, BCM12, BSSV12, BCD+12, Bis17, BF11, Boy16, BKJP12, BS12, CGCGPDM12, CTC+15, CC14, CCW+10, CCF17, CJ13, CD12, CJP12, CLH13, DL15, DBPS12, DKPW12, DP12, FLH13, FR16, FMTR12, FD11, GHS14, Gli12, GI12, GM14, GU13, GMMV17, GCK12, HZC+12, Hs12, HLLC11, Har13, Hay13, HBC13, HM10, HCPLS12, HCETPL+12, HKL+12, HXG+11, HCL11, IGR+16, JN12, JCM12, Jia17, JE10, KP12, KR+10, KSD+17, KPC+11, KLY+12, KTA12, KGP12, Kim15, KPKS12, KLM+12, KO16, KHH10, LLC11, LLG15, LCLL15, LNZ+13, LZCK14, LNX15, LLZ+12, MWZ12, MEF012, MKH+12, MBC15, MRRT17, MRS+17, May15, MLBL12, Mor12, MSKR17, MPM+17, NR11, NR12, NLLJ12, NLY15, Od12, OO12, OS12, PCG14, PR12, PDT12, PWVT12, RSI1, RWLL14, RSN14, Saa12a, SBS+12, Sar12].

Authentication
[SGC16, Sch15b, SKV12, ST14, SD12, Sh11, SGC14, SSA13, SC12, SZDL14, SHS12, SAA12b, SRK+17, TGC16, TYK+12, TM12, Vet10, WgMdZ12, WHZ12, WZXL12, WgMWW12, WSS12, WT10b, Xio12, YTP11, YFT17, ZB11, ZHW+16, ZLDD12, ZLDC15, AaBT16, ABK13, AATM18, Aia15, AL15,
ACF16, AZF+12, ATI+10, AN15, ACM12, BS13a, BCM13, BGAD12, BLAN+16, BAL10, BMM12, BHvOS15, BM11, CLM+12, CML+18, CLP+13b, CTL12, CS18, CH10, CCSW11, CHS11, CHLJ13, CZ15a, Chi13a, CJP15, Cho14, CL11, DCAT12, DSCS12, DLK+16, DMV15, DLN13, DZS+12, DMT12, EA12, EA11, FPBG14, FHH10a, FLL+14, FXP12, Far14, FA14a, FMA+18, GJ13, GMSW14, GH16, GCSAdP11, HU15, HS11, Ham12, HDPC13, HZC+14, HZWW17, HL14, HCM11, HLC16, HCC10, HS1, IM17, IC17, IG11, IB11, Jac16, JNUH17, Jia16, JKL+16, JMW+16, JAS+11. authentication
Based
[LYZ+13, LHL+14, LTH+15, LLC+15, LTYZ+16, LL+17, LPL+15, LSLW+15, LAL+15, LH+11, L+15, LPC+15, LNZ+15, LCCJ+15, LWCJ+14, LNYX+15, LHL+15, LW+16, LPO+17, LPGRH+14, LDB+15, LSC+12, LBR+12, MWZ+12, MLO+17, MEFO+12, MCDB+12, MV+12, MD+12, MBC+15, MKN+13, MZ+17, MCS+15, MCM+16, MCF+17, Mor+12, MSKRJ+17, MKAA+17, Muf+16, NC+12, NH+17, NXS+13, NML+12, NLY+15, pNWy+Y+14, OTD+10, PB+12, PTT+16, PYY+15, PDN+15, PPS+12, PG+12, PAS+13, PNR+17, RVH+16, RZZ+15, RS+16, Rao+17, RR+11, RDZ+16, RV+12, RS+12, Sar+18, SS+13, Sen+17, SJ+12, SP+12, SP+15b, SSA+13, SRAA+17, SH+15, SGH+15, TKR+14, TWZ+1, TW+12, TZY+12, TYM+17, TSH+17, TT+12, TTH+15, TC+10, VDB+16, VGA+15, V+12, WY+10, Wan+10, WSSO+12, WgMW+12, WYW+13, Wan+14, WLH+15, WCL+18, WT+10b, WMS+12, XNG+14, XNRG+15, XXZ+12, XMCL+13, XQ+11, Xio+12, XGLM+14, XWLJ+16, XJW+16]. Based
[XJR+17, XHZ+17, YE+12, YZLC+12, YZ+12, YGFL+15, YTS+12, Ye+10, Ye+14, YH+16, YTH+17, YYO+15, Y+17, YKNS+12, YMW+11, YK+11, YFK+12, YCY+12, ZPM+15, ZJ+11, ZXZ+11, ZDL+12, ZLH+12, ZQO+15, ZMW+16, ZXY+16, ZMM+17, ZPW+16, ZHW+15, ZVG+16, ZPXX+17, ZHL+15, AGL+16, AaBT+16, AY+14a, AHS+14, AAT+16, AA+14, ASO+14, AKG+13, ASVE+13, ATI+10, AHL+12, BS+15, BBPP+12, BGA+12, BAA+13, BOB+13, BWR+12, BW+13, BWA+13, BM+12, BC+18, BBB+16, BK+12b, CML+18, CFI+13, CFY+10, CCL+11, CT+12, CLS+12, CG+12b, CSZ+11, CHX+13, CSS+13, CW+14a, CTHP+13, CJP+12, CJP+15, CCG+10, CT+13, Cho+14, Con+12, dCCS+12, Cra+11, CDL+18, DCS+12, DZ+14, DNL+13, Dra+16, EZ+15, FH+13, Far+14, FA+14a, FA+14b, FIO+15, Fay+16, FNW+18, Gal+13, GJ+13, GMOG+15, GM+15, GKCK+11, GM+15, GCSA+11, GMS+11, G+18, HSH+11, HT+11, HGWY+11, HSM+13, HZC+14, HF+14a]. based
[HWD+16, HZWF+17, HBBR+16, HLR+11, Her+14, BH+13, HL+14, HL+11, HLC+12, HLC+16, HYWS+11, HPY+10, HKH+13, HCC+10, Hwa+11, IMB+17, IM+14, ISC+16, IB+11, IA+15, Jac+16, JNU+17, JK+13, JLT+12, JZ+10, JMW+16, JSMG+18, KPP+16, KK+13, KM+10a, KHK+13, KEG+C+11, Kim+11, KGO+10, K+11, LXLY+12, LL+16, L+12, LCL+10, LK+14, LH+10, LZJ+10, LNM+11, LMC+11, LK+12, LXM+12, LKT+12, LLHS+12, LNK+13, LXJ+14, LCL+15, LZY+16, LFZ+17, LCT+14, LFW+15, LP+14, Lin+14a, LLY+12a, LW+10, LSQ+12, LW+11b, LW+13, LZ+14, LYM+16, LL+16a, LW+13, LW+13c, LW+14, LC+14, MCN+18, MCD+15, MJGS+12, MJS+13, MLM+16, MMZ+12, Mes+15, MBB+11, MO+14, MHT+13, MG+15, NR+11, NC+13, NZL+15, PYH+18, PLPW+12, PT+14, P+10, PGL+10, PP+16, PLGMC+18, PS+14, PL+16, PK+15, PC+14, PPR+12, QZD+16, QYX+16, QMW+17, RD+17, R+10, RS+15]. based
[SPLHC+14, SGGC+16, SI+12, SY+13, SE+14, SE+16, SH+11, SM+11, SMN+14, SR+10, hSZ+15, SCK+10, SA+16b, SSA+11, SWW+16, SS+11, SKEG+14, Sun+16, SGM+16, SS+11, TPL+16, TQL+14, Tia+15, TH+16, TTL+10, TP+12, TK+14, VN+17, WYYZ+11, WW+11, WDLB+11, WLFX+17, WM+17,
Smi11a, Smi15b, Smi15a. **Blind** [AP10, Ano15a, BCPV11, LCL17, LGPR14, MR16, MN12, RS16, YMWS11, HKB14, MO14, RSM15, WLDB11, yWpWyYpN13]. **Blindfold** [Nac16]. **Blindfolded** [Vai1]. **Blinding** [CLHC12, KHHH14]. **Block** [AMV12, BRS17, BDGH15, BCG12b, CWP12, DWWZ12, EGG12, FXP17, GLLSN12, GT12, GST12, GNL12, IS12, KR11, KWS12, LWZ12, LJ17, LCIW17, LGLL12, LWPK12, LWPF12, MCD12, MRTV12, OGK15, PH12a, PRC12, Pud12, SGP12, SSA13, WW12, YCL17, ZSW12, BNY14, Jeo13, KMI11, LPZJ15, LC13, LYHH14, LWPK14, MN12, MHV15, PL16, Sar11, SKK10, TQL14, Tan17a, WB12, WWBC14, JK12]. **Block-Parallel** [MCD12]. **Block-Wise** [SS13]. **Blockchain** [Hur16]. **blockcipher** [CMMS17]. **Blockciphers** [LST12]. **Blocks** [JSK17, Bra15]. **Bloom** [ATKH17]. **Blowfish** [KB10]. **BlueKrypt** [Gir15]. **Boardroom** [LHF12]. **Bodacious** [KMO1c]. **Body** [LZCK14, ASO14, LIF17]. **body-sensor** [ASO14]. **bogus** [XWD12]. **Bombe** [Bur11, Car10]. **Bonebrake** [SS10]. **Book** [Ano15b, Ano17b, Ayu12, Bar12, Dew11, Ful10, Joh10, Keb15, Kobi10, Low12, Mei10, Mur10, Sch15a, Sha10, SR14, Ter11, Sto12]. **Boolean** [ACZ16, AS17, CW14a, DQFL12, FY11, LVV11, WT13, YCC16]. **Boolean-based** [CW14a, YCC16]. **Bootstrapping** [BGF14, GM14]. **Border** [LGM16, ZTSR12]. **BotMosaic** [HB13]. **Botnet** [NSA15]. **botnets** [HB13]. **Bottom** [Smi11b]. **Bound** [LST12]. **Bounded** [GVW12, GJO13, PDHN15, SS12a, ZYT13, IM14]. **bounding** [PYH18]. **Bounds** [Jia17, LJ15, SNJ11, SS10b, Sha10]. **Bouzefrane** [Ano15b]. **Box** [BW16, BCGN16, BR14, CPS16, HHP17, KMO14, Mic10b, Rja12, SS10b, KOS16, LRV13, MSas13, RMP10, ZZ12]. **Boxes** [NN12, LJ15, SS11]. **BRAMs** [DGP10]. **Branch** [EPAG16]. **Branchless** [RBS17]. **Brave** [KM10c]. **Breach** [SD12, JB11]. **Break** [Ayu12, Win17]. **Breakers** [Sti15, Mun17]. **Breaking** [AP13, CN12, Cop10a, KS11, TPL16, WgMDZ12, Ant14, Bri11]. **Breaks** [Ano17e]. **breakthrough** [Goo12]. **breath** [LSR13]. **Bribery** [CW12b]. **Bridging** [LRW14, TMGP13]. **Briggs** [Bai12]. **Bring** [Zha15a]. **Bringing** [Ano15c]. **British** [And13]. **Broadcast** [BS14, GMVV17, HMR14, KHI10, LMGC17, PSM17, PPS12a, WQZ16, XJW16, ZHW15, DLN13, WYYY11, XWDN12, YMM13, ZWQ11, ZZZ12, Zhu13]. **Broadcasting** [OO12, MK11, OCGD11, YY11]. **broke** [Bat10, Hea15]. **Broken** [MDAB10]. **Broker** [TKR14]. **Broker-Less** [TKR14]. **browser** [GIJ12]. **browsers** [Rec15b]. **Bruce** [Sev16]. **Brute** [CJP12, JR14, CJP15]. **Brute-Force** [JR14, CJP12, CJP15]. **BRW** [CMLRHS13]. **BTC** [CLF11]. **BTC-compressed** [CLF11]. **Buchwald** [ABJ13]. **Bucket** [BKK10]. **Bug** [Chi13b]. **Building** [BPS16, KMP11, MJS13, Sev16, WL11, LCKB12]. **Burdens** [Bla12, SR14]. **Bus** [AN17]. **Business** [LDB15]. **Buyer** [Fra16, KJ11]. **Buyer-Friendly** [Fra16]. **BYOE** [Tan17a]. **byte** [Hof15, Hof16]. **bytes** [PBCC14]. **Byzantine** [KS11, YKGK13]. **Byzantine-resistant** [YKGK13]. 

C [AD12, ACZ16, Cra14, DJS14]. **C1G2** [MK12a]. **CA** [ACM11, Don12b, Kia11, Lin14b, Pie10, Rab10]. **CABA** [MSKR17]. **CABE** [XH17]. **Cache** [AB15, DKMR15, HLAZ15, SY15a, DJL12, DK17]. **CacheAudit** [DKMR15]. **Caches** [LLGG16, CDPLCA16, DJL12]. **Caching** [HLAZ15]. **cackled** [Bai12]. **CAD** [PGL10]. **Caernarvon** [KMP11]. **Calculus** [MR10, Jou13]. **Calibrated**
[LW13c, RR11, RVRSCM12, CLL11, LW13b, JT12b, ZLW+12].

chaos-and-Hamming [CLL11].

Chaos-Based
[RR11, RVRSCM12, LW13c, ZLW+12].

Chaotic
[BCGH11, Ye10, GCH15, ISC+16, KLI+16, LW10, NES+14, WGZ+12, ZT14].

Chapman [Ful10].

Character
[SS12b].

Characteristic
[BGJT14, SR10, BGJT13, Jou13].

Characterizing
[Ash14, JR13, MPJ+16].

Chattarjee [Kat13].

cheat [WS12].

cheat-preventing [WS12].

Cheater
[KI11, Oba11].

Chebyshev [LPdS10].

Check
[GST12].

Check-before-Output
[GST12].

Checkability
[LHL+14].

Checkable
[IW14].

Checking
[GST12].

Chen
[LLLK10].

Chennai
[BC11].

China
[BYL10, IEE11a, LTW11, Yan10].

Chinese
[HF14a].

Cipher
[ABS+12, BMS12, BKLS12, Bru12, CWP12, DGI12, DJG+15, EGG+12, EKP+13, GT12, GST12, GNFL12, Hey17, IS12, KPC+16, Kla10, LCLW17, LG1L12, L1J16, MD12b, NN12, Pud12, Sas12, SEHK12, Vua10, WW12, Xie12, ZH15, ZSW+12, Zha12, Bay10, Bai12, Bor10, Die12, KM10a, LW11, MRT10, MHV15, QGG1L3, SKK10, TQL+14, WB12].

Ciphers
[BDPS12, CWWL12, zGXW12, HLW12, JMG+16, JSM18, KA17, L1ZC12a, L1ML12, MH14, P1DNH15, PPS12b, Raol17, RWZ12, RS10, SSW12, VSR12, WW1L12, XML13, XL1J16, ZHW15, FSG1W2, GLM+16, GH12, HPY10, HKK13, K1TT12, LCT+14, LFWS15, L1ZC14, RD17, SGM16, WLFX17, XWS17, LAL+15, LH115].

Ciphertext-only
[KA17].

Ciphertext-Policy
[Rao17, XML1C13, XWLJ16, ZWH15, JSM18, LFWS15, XWS17, L1AL+15, LH115].

Ciphertexts
[Sta12, WQZ+16, A1HL+12, LCT+14, NMP+13, WX1LY16].

Circle
[SC10].

Circuit
[Kar12, M1TY11, XWS17, XWLJ16, Lau12, M1S13a].

Circuit-Size
[M1TY11].

Circuits
[AIK14, AS17, BR14, GGH+16a, GH11a, GVV15, S10b, SS12a].

Circumventing
[BAG12].

CISSP
[STC11].

Citizen
[Ano16d].

City
[Ano17d].

Claims
[SK1Y14].

Class
[BCG12a, SY15a, XYXYX11, BJ16, Goo12, K1K10].

Classes
[AC1Z16].

Classical
[JE1A+15, MSU13, SSU12, CR12, RK11].

Classification
[HPC10, KAHKB17, SGP+12, ZLW+17].

Classifiers
[KGV16, LCM+17].

Classroom
[Pow14].

Claudius
[Hol12].

CLEFIA
[LWZ12, T1SLL11, T1S16a, WB12].

CLEFIA-128
[T1SLL11].

CLEFIA-type
[WB12].

Client
[AS1M12, CTC+15, FD11, RAZS15, Vle12, FA14a, FA14b, h1SSZ15, WT10a].

Client-Based
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[FHM+12]. Malware
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[ASM12, BS13b, CCFM12, CSL+14, GOPB12, KP12, KKA14, Lop15b, MKF+16, PN10, TMGP13, Vle12, YXZ+12, YSS14, ZJ11, ZTMR12, BMB10, BB16b, CFI13, Cha13c, dCCSM+12, dCCSB+16, Din10, KH18, MLNSMG12, MGP10, PLCS11, Sch11, SR10, SA15, SW+16, WW17, WQZ+13, YLS12, ZMM+10, Ano15b].
Manager [KKA15, Kim16]. Managing
[MD15, BC18]. MANET [KTU16].
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Many [LB13, HRS13, ZQW10].
Many-Core [LB13]. many-to-one
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Marion [Kap13]. market [YW10b].
Markov [CR12]. Marotto [SE18].
Marshall [Don14]. Martin [AB13, Hof16].
Maryline [Ano15b]. Mashup [HTZ12].
Mashup-Providing [HTZ12]. Masked
[WH17]. Masking [HF14b, PYM+13]. Mass
[BPR14a, BPR14b]. Masses [Ano15c].
Master [Dew11, Mar10a]. Matching
[Lin15, Tan12a, MR14c, MHT+13, PPTT15, SS17]. MathCW [Bee17].
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[Bee17, FGPGP14, Ham17, IBM13a, Mei10, Sch15a, Wes16, KM14, OO10, Sta11b].
Mathematical-Function
[Bee17]. Mathematician
[Ano17c]. mathematicians [Acz11]. Mathematics
[Ano17b, Ayu12, Led16, Sch15a, Ter11, CM13, Kra12, PHWM10, Wes16]. MATLAB
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[BFCM16, SK12a, TD13, Ye10, Cha13b, TK14]. Matter
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MitM [TY16b]. mix [WGJT10]. mix-networks [WGJT10]. Mixed [ST16]. mMTC [CML+18]. Mo [RBS+17]. Mobile [BCD+12, FD11, GPT12, GdM16, HvS12, HLKL15, KP12, KKA15, May15, NRZQ15, Sch15b, SFE10, She14, SAA12b, WPZM16, WT10b, XHH12, XNKG15, XHC+12, YHL16, Yon11, ZLDD12, Aia15, AAZ+16, ALL+18, CLP+13b, CTL12, CCSW11, CTL13, FHH10a, FA14b, GM16, GH16, HZWW17, HL14, IB11, Kem11, KKA14, KKM+13, KKM+14, KKG14, KSB+17, LH13, OYHSB14, Par12b, hSZZ15, SSAF11, SKB+17, TKHK14, WT10a, YNX+16, ZDW+16, ZC12, MBF+13, SLL10].
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Order [KS12, LWKP12, YKKL12, ZDL12, ZSW+12, AKY13, LW13a, LCY+16, LWKP14, gWpNyY+14, YL11]. Order-Preserving [KS12, YKKL12, YL11].

Organisational [Smi15a]. Organization [RSGG15]. Orientated [TJZF12]. Oriented [NNAM10, Rog16, RSGG15, WW12, WZM12a, WZM12b]. Orthogonal [tWmC12]. Oscillator [YKBS10]. OSN [BCF16]. OSNs [SZZT18, PZPS15]. Other [Smi15b]. OTS [Hul13]. outliers [Sch12b].

Outlive [Hur16]. Output [DK16, GST12, NR12, PBCC14]. Outright [ABJ13]. Outsourced [FRS+16, LLC+15, LQD+16, PD14, RDZ+16, YMA17, YMC+17, DFJ+10, FS18, HMCK12, LCL+15, LCY+16, LJJ+17, QZDJ16, ZML17, ZSW+18]. Outsourcing [DR12, LJLC12, LHL+14, SKB+16, SWW+16], outwitted [Car11, Fag17].

over-the-air [ZWX+18]. Overcoming [BKKV10, DY13]. Overhead [AWSS17, CCW+10, GHS12, ZJ11, RS17].

Overlay [CHS15, MJS13]. Oversight [Bla16]. overview [AA14, BDP+12]. own [Zha15a]. owners [GZS+18]. Ownership [FMTR12, RR11, HWYW14, KH18].

Oxford [Che11, Wes16]. Ozarow [ADG16].


Pairing [Bon12, CWWL12, CST+17, KZG10, KHP16, LGPRH14, YTS12, Con12, LL16a, LR15, YT11b, ZY17b].


Parallel [App14, ARM15, CGB+10, GP17, LY16, LB13, MCDB12, MCI11, NdMMW16, SMD11, YE12, CSTR16, MRT10, RG10, RWZ13, WWYY11]. Parameters [NDC+13]. Parameters [HRB13], parametric [Bull10a]. Paranoia [Cor14a]. Paper [Ano11c, Bri11, Cop10a, Cop10b, GW14, McK10, McK11, McK12, Pea11, Smi11a, Smi15b, Smi15a, Bai12]. part [VM14].


Passau [GLIC10]. PASSERINE [Saa12a]. Password [ASBdS16, BRT12, CLY14, DM15, FVS17, FD11, GAS+16, HCL+14, Lop15a, Lop15b, RS11, SD12, Shi11, WgMW12, YLW13, YRT+16, ZHX16, ABK13, CTL12, DCS12, FA14a, FIO15, FHV16, HCC10, LWS10].

Passport [LZJX10]. Password [ASBdS16, BRT12, CLY14, DM15, FVS17, FD11, GAS+16, HCL+14, Lop15a, Lop15b, RS11, SD12, Shi11, WgMW12, YLW13, YRT+16, ZHX16, ABK13, CTL12, DCS12, FA14a, FIO15, FHV16, HCC10, LWS10].

Passion [Hof15]. Passive [DHB16, GSC17, SB17, BM13, LWW11, MK12a]. passport [LZJX10]. Password [ASBdS16, BRT12, CLY14, DM15, FVS17, FD11, GAS+16, HCL+14, Lop15a, Lop15b, RS11, SD12, Shi11, WgMW12, YLW13, YRT+16, ZHX16, ABK13, CTL12, DCS12, FA14a, FIO15, FHV16, HCC10, LWS10].
LNKL13, MM12, MvO11, Tso13, TKHK14, WZM12a, WZM12b, YC12, ZXWA18.

**Password-Authenticated**
- HCL+14, YRT+16, ZXH16, LWS10, WZM12a, WZM12b. **Password-Based**
  - BRT12, CLY14, FVS17, WgMW12, DSCS12, FA14a, FIO15, TKHK14.

**Password-Only** [YLW13]. **Passwords**
- BHvOS15, LCL17b, BCV12, Che13. **Past** [Bon12]. **Patchwork** [NXH13, Kuz11]. **peer** [TC10]. **Peaks** [Kuz11]. **Decompression** [PP10b]. **PC-Based** [Ye12]. **PCle** [IBM13b]. **PCM** [LY15]. **PCM-based** [LY15]. **PCPs** [MX13]. **PCs** [GPT14, GPP+16]. **PDGC** [CGB13]. **Peaks** [TC10]. **pearl** [Rus15]. **Pecherskii** [Kuz11]. **peer** [NCCG13, ZYW+13]. **peer-to-peer** [NCCG13, ZYW+13]. **payload-based** [JNUH17]. **Payment** [DG15, SYC+17, SYW17]. **Payments** [RBHP15, MPJ+16]. **PC** [Ye12].

**Per-File** [CCSW11]. **Per-File** [CCSW11]. **Photo** [YE12]. **Perceived** [CSW12]. **perceptual** [MK11]. **PEREA** [ATK11]. **Perfect** [Pas13a, Sch13, CZ15a, FHKP17, LLC10, Lew10, XW12]. **perfectly** [ADG16]. **Performance**
- Ako12, AW17, AB15, CGL+12, CCG10, DLK+16, DBPS12, EGG+12, ESRI14, FFPB14, GLG12, GCS+13, HKL+14, LCK11, LPO+17, MHC12, SKV12, TPKT12, WDDW12, Xio12, ZLDD12, ABDP15, GCVR17, MMS+17a, MS13c. **Performed** [Ano17d]. **perimeter** [Kal13]. **periodic** [KPS10]. **periodical** [CLSW12].

**Permission** [VN16]. **Permutation** [LJ16, GMSW14, LK14]. **permutation-based** [LK14]. **Permutations** [BKLS12, Mat14].

**Persistent** [CSYY18, TYK+12, ALL+18, PKA15]. **person** [PN10]. **person-centric** [PN10]. **Personal** [ESS15, LM18, YTH17]. **Perspective** [KMY18, SM18, RSGG15, Sir16, Wag16, Suc12, ZWT13]. **Perspectives** [Sen17, SPM+13]. **Pervasive** [ACAT+15, BCG+12b, YD17, PKA15, SCY15, Tan12b, YWK+10a]. **Petri** [PS14].

**PGP** [RAZS15]. **Phase** [NBZP17, ZWT13, ZHH+17]. **Phase-change** [ZWT13]. **Phase-Encrypted** [NBZP17]. **Phone** [Mur16, SAA12b, KR+10, LTC+15a]. **photo** [OF12]. **Photographic** [YSC+15]. **photos** [Pow14]. **Phrases** [BWC+10].

**Physical** [GPT14, GPP+16, HHH+13, SMOP15, HQY+16, KSA16, QMC17, VCK+12, WW13, YD17, ZHH+17]. **physical-layer** [HQY+16, ZHH+17]. **physio** [HT11]. **physio-behavioral** [HT11]. **Pi** [MR10]. **Pi-Calculus** [MR10]. **PICADOR** [BGP+17]. **PICARO** [PRC12]. **Piccolo** [IS12, Jo13]. **picture** [SM13]. **piecewise** [GMOC15]. **PIN** [MDAB10]. **Pinch** [DGP10]. **PinMe** [MDMJ17]. **Pinocchio**
Preseeding [Ran16]. Presence [BDPS12].
Present [Bon12, LJ16, WH17].
PRESENT-like [LJ16]. Preservation
[BCP14a, LLG15, VSV15, Yon11, LVRY10, TMLS12]. preserve [BAG12]. preserved
[SWW+17]. Preserving [ABCL17, BJL16, BHKN13, BJL12, CWL+14, CRE+12, GZZ+13, HSMY12, HLLC11, HXC+11, HHMK14, KS12, LMGC17, LNXY15, LQD+16, NSMS14, OFMR16, PR12, PD14, PSS+13, PPRT12, Pet12, RVH+16, RBHP15, SZDL14, SQZ+17, SZZT18, WPZM16, YKKL12, ZDL12, ZHW+16, ZM16, ZHW15, ZLDC15, ZTLM15, AKM+11, AIB+16, ALL+18, BLV17, FH13, FMA+18, GH16, GA11, HSH11, IC17, JKL+16, KH18, LW13a, LCY+16, SYY+17, Tan12b, TSH14, YMM13, YNX+16, YLY11, ZYW+13, ZOSZ17]. Press
[Ano15b, Ano17b]. Press/Elsevier
[Ano15b]. Prevent
[HLAZ15, PYN+13, JSK+16]. Preventing
[DCAT12, SKEG14, WS12]. Prevention
[CWL16]. Primality [Cou12]. PRIME
[ACK+10, GM13]. Primitive
[App15, MCS+15]. Primitives
[BSJ15, EAA12, HLN+10, SP15b, ABDP15, BSR+14, Gor10]. PRINCE [BCG+12b].
Princeton [Ano17b]. principle [WW14].
Principles [DK15, FSK10, Fri10a, Sta11a]. print
[KPS10, PKS18]. print-cam
[PKS18]. print-scan
[KPS10]. Printer
[EMW14, FN+15]. Prior [NA10a].
Priority [LMS16, Bia12]. Prisoners
[Mac14, Keb15]. Privacy
[AKM+11, ABCL17, ALL+18, ACM12, ABHIC+16, BN14, BCF16, BJL16, BLV17, BS13a, BJL12, CVM14, CWL+14, CDFS10, DTE17, ESS15, FGR+17, GZZ+13, HSMY12, HBCIC13, HXC+11, JN12, KM10b, KCC17, KS12, KH18, LMGC17, LSBN14, LLG15, LNXY15, LQD+16, MYYR13, NSMS14, PD14, PSS+13, PPRT12, PZPS15, PSD15, Pet12, RVH+16, RWLL14, RBHP15, SS17, Set16, SZDL14, SZZT18, SOF12, TMLS12, TMGP13, WPZM16, WMYR16, YMM13, Yon11, ZHW+16, ZM16, ZOSZ17, ZHW15, ZLDC15, ZTLM15, AKM+11, AIB+16, ALL+18, BLV17, FH13, FMA+18, GH16, GA11, HSH11, IC17, JKL+16, KH18, LW13a, LCY+16, SYY+17, Tan12b, TSH14, YMM13, YNX+16, YLY11, ZYW+13, ZOSZ17]. Privacy-assured
[WMYR16]. Privacy-Aware
[BCF16, MGP10]. Privacy-Based
[BS13b]. Privacy-Enhanced
[DTE17, ACK+10]. Privacy-Friendly
[KCC17, ACM12]. Privacy-Preservation
[LLG15]. privacy-preserved
[SWW+17]. Privacy-Preserving
[ABCL17, BJL16, BJL12, CWL+14, GZZ+13, HSMY12, LMGC17, LNXY15, LQD+16, NSMS14, PD14, PPRT12, Pet12, RVH+16, RBHP15, SZDL14, SZZT18, WPZM16, ZHW+16, ZM16, ZHW15, ZLDC15, ZTLM15, AKM+11, ALL+18, KH18, ZOSZ17, BLV17, FMA+18, HSH11, SYY+17, Tan12b, ZYW+13]. Private
[GM13, Jia14a, QZL+16b, Sia12, WCL+18, Yek10, ZMW16, ZXYL16, HJM+11, IK15, WR15]. private-keys
[IK15]. Privilege
[Cha13c]. Privileged
[Dim10, WDSL13]. PRNG
[DK16]. Proactive
[SL10, WMYR16]. Probabilistic
[BFG+14, Rao10, WP17, KSU13]. Probabilistically
[WW14]. Probability
[DF11, HLC16]. Probability-based
[HLC16]. probable
[Sav13b]. Probably
[MMS17b]. probe
[Edw14]. Problem
[GKS17, LLGJ16, NA10b, TKM12, Mes15, MR14c, RH10, VM14]. Problems
[Dun12a, Fra15, GTR11, KRDH13, KPC+11, RBS+17, SK14, TPL16, WS14]. Procedure
[CS14, OS12]. Proceedings
[LCK11, Wat10, ACM10, ACM11, Abe10, BC11, CGB+10, Che11, Cra12, Dun12b, FB12, Gil10, GG10, HWG10, IEE10.
IEE11b, IEE13, LW11a, LTW11, Pie10, PJ12, Rab10, Sen10, Yan10, Yan11, AB10a, BL10, GLIC10, IEE11a, Kaa11, Lin14b, Sah13.

**Processing** [SAKM16, TKMZ13, VKPI17, BKV13, HWK+15, MS13b, PRZB12, WS14].

**Processor** [BH15, CLF+17, HKL+14, LB13, MBR15, YS15, ABD15, BAB+13, BGG+13, SSPL+13, Tar10]. **Processors** [GFBF12, Gue16, RYF+13].

**Product** [ADM12, CCM+15, OT12, YKNS12, Cha13b, DDM17]. **Products** [RS10].

**Professional** [STC11]. **Profiles** [BCF16]. **Profiling** [DP12]. **Program** [MZ17b, CLZ+17, GGH+16b, MFH13]. **Programmable** [CLF+17]. **Programming** [CLF+17].

**Progress** [AB10a, BL10, BC11, GG10]. **Progressive** [SA16a]. **Project** [ACK+10, SS10c]. **Projective** [CZ15a]. **Prominent** [ABJ13]. **Promise** [Pau10, PWVT12]. **promised** [HS11].

**Proof** [BDSG+13, Bla12, CZLC12a, CZLC14, FSX12c, Kuz11, LW12, NLY15, SR14, Ste15a, ZZZ+17, Mon13, PPTT15, WHJ17].

**Proofs** [BGK12, BCGK12, BGB12, BCI+13, BDSG+13, CZLC12b, IW14, LNZ+13, Maui2, NTY12, Sav13b, WPZM16, AGHP14, KPP16, KKK+16, Li10].

**Propagate** [GWM16]. **Propagation** [WWC+11, YZLC12]. **Properties** [CC12, CC16, DQFL12, FY11, JR13, KU12, Sch12c, CLCZ10, WT13]. **Property** [HEC+12, PR12, Rja12]. **Proportions** [Ber12]. **Propose** [BFMT16]. **proposed** [Bax14]. **Protect** [CTC+15, YMC+17, BV12, CDF+10, dCCSM+12]. **Protected** [BDG15, SG15].

**Propagating** [BGP14a, GSFT16, Mar10b, SCY15, Wat14b, ATKH+17, CDA14]. **Protection** [CDD13, GST12, Lop12, NGAuHQ16, NDG+17, RR11, SEY14, SJ12, ATI+10, HLSY14, KKM+13, LVRY10, RS17, TLL13, YW+12]. **protection-key** [HLYS14].

**Protocol** [BL12, BC14, BCM+15, BSSV12, BFK16, CC14, CCM17, FLH13, FMTR12, Fra16, GI12, HvS12, HC12, HL10a, HCPLSB12, HCETPL+12, HKL+12, JTZ+16, KMO14, LNZ+13, LCCJ13, LNX15, MBC15, MR10, PSS+13, SBS+12, SGC16, TYK+12, WT10b, XJR+17, YS12, YW+12, ZXM+11, AATT18, AGK13, AIB+16, AN15, BGAD12, CSD18, CCS11, CJP15, DLK+16, EA12, FA14b, FIO15, GMS14, GLM+11, HPC12, HL14, IC17, JKL+16, Kim11, KO16, LLLS13, LDDAM12, LKCL13, LSW10, LXMW12, LY14, LML+13, NCL13, NYLZ12, OHJ10, Par12b, SPLHC14, SB17, SWW+16, SSS11, SSPL+13, TG17, Tso13, TKH14, WCFW18, WZM12a, WZM12b, WMY16, WT10a, WTT12, WCCH18, XCL13, YC12, ZYX+14, YMM13, ZWQ+11, ZT16, ZYC+17, XZ+18, XZWA18, ZG10, ZZZ15, ZL11, BOB13, CJP12, LFGCGCR14, Ste15b].

**Protocols** [AP13, ABHC+16, BPM12, CCK12, CC16, CCF17, CDD15, Con10, CM11, Fra15, GRL12, GM11, GLR10, HLC11, HL10b, KOS16, LY16, MS16, M12, Mur16, N14, NSMS14, PS14, SBS+12, Sch12c, SOF12, TM12, Xio12, YRT+16, Aia15, Ano13b, ACM12, CML+18, CR10, CLCZ10, DGJN14, FT10+10, GB11, GLR13, HSH11, Ham12, HPC13, HZW17, HST14, KJN+16, KU13, KKK+16, LKCL13, MN10, NR11, Nos11, Nos14, SD10, YSL+10].

**Prototyping** [KPC+16]. **Provable** [BKLS12, CC14, EKB+16, Rog16, YMSH10, ZX11, ZPXX17, FA14a, IRS13, LHH11, WB12, XCL13]. **Provably** [BCGAM12, BCM12, BCM13, BHJP14, FH10a, GLL+18, IL15, LH11a, LL16b, PS17, WMS+12, XJWW13, YC12, ZYX+14, ZG10, ABB13, FIO15, SXL16, WX14]. **prove** [DGJN14]. **provenance** [CDL18, ZOS17].

**Provide** [Ano15a]. **Provided** [K12].

**Providence** [Sch15a]. **provider** [DFJ+17].
providers [AKK+17, BK12b, YWK10b].
Providing [DLN13, HTZR12, MLM16].
Proving [Sar14, AGH+17]. Proximity [IW14].
Proxy [ASS15, GSW+16, GJJ15, GJZ17, HGWW11, 
HZX15, KP12, LSLW15, LAL+15, LSC12, 
ML017, MBC15, NAL17, Pet12, PRSV17, 
SYL13, WY10, WYML16, XJW+16, 
YMWS11, YCM+13, BGP+17, CLH+16, 
FSGW11, FSGW12, GH12, HWDL16, 
KKM+14, LCT+14, LFWS15, LL16a, LL16b, 
QM17, SLZ12, SKB+17, Tia15, WHY+12, 
XWXC14, YZCT17, ZLY10, ZDW+16].
Proxy-invisible [SYL13]. Ps [HDHW12].
Pseudo [NN12, XYXYX11, CFY+10, KMI0a, MG15, 
PLSvdLE10, SH11, SN11, SXXW10, Zim10].
Pseudo-Random [XYXYX11, CFY+10, KMI0a, MG15, 
PLSvdLE10, SH11, SN11, SXXW10, Zim10].
Pseudonymous [BDK12]. Pseudoprime [DW12].
Pseudorandom [AS17, BCGH11, BK12a, Kla10, MFG16, 
CP13, GCH15, HRV10].
Pseudorandomness [Sha10]. PSMPA [ZLDC15].
PSO [TLL13]. PSSPACE [JJUW10]. Public
[Ano11b, ABW10, BVS+13, BB14, BKLS12, 
BKKV10, CLP13a, Chet15, Cour12, 
FBM12, GKS17, HTCS+15, IM14, JLT+12, 
KFOS12, LLSW16, LPdS10, LZC14, 
MZHY15, MMP14, MTY11, Mat14, MPRS12, 
Muf16, NTY12, Om16, PDNH15, RSBGN12, 
RW12, RBHP15, Saa12a, SK12b, SMW+10, 
Sia12, SC12, SLY+16, SvT10, TMC15, TT12, 
WP17, WZ15, WWHL12, XNKG15, XXZ12, 
Xio12, XJWW13, YL17, YKC+11, YFK+12, 
YM+17, ZY17a, AA14, ATKH+17, BS15, 
BWS12, Dur15, HZWW17, HL14, LSN14, 
LLY15, LFWS15, LH13, LL16a, RPSL10, 
SES+16, SY15b, VN17, YT11b, YYS+16, 
ZZ11, ZCC15, ZY17b, FBM12].
Public-Coin [CLP13a, Mat14].
Public-Key [BVS+13, BKKV10, GKS17, 
KFOS12, MMP14, MPRS12, NTY12, 
Omm16, PNDH15, RSBGN12, RW12, SK12b, 
SWM+10, Sia12, XNKG15, XJWW13, 
YKC+11, YFK+12, ZY17a, ABW10, IM14, 
LPdS10, LZC14, BWS12, RPSL10, SES+16, 
VN17, ZCC15, ZY17b].
Publication [ZTL15]. Publicly
[NMP+13, SZQ+17, YNR12a]. Publish
[BGP+17, DLZ+16b, OFMR16, PRSV17, 
SLI11, TKR14, YSM14].
Publish/Subscribe [DLZ+16b, OFMR16, PRSV17, 
TKR14, YSM14]. published [MYY13].
Publisher [Ful10, Mur10]. Publishing
[VSV15]. Puebla [AB10a]. PUF
[CCKM16, CCM17, DSB16, KPKS12, 
KLM+12, MV12, SRK+17, VDB+16].
PUF-Based [CCM17, KPKS12, MV12].
Pufferfish [KM14]. PUFKY [MV12].
PUFs [IGR+16]. pulse [MRRT17].
pulse-response [MRRT17]. punctured
[MG15]. puppet [Lac15]. Purpose
[GFBF12, Gue16, ABPD15, DGNJ14, KM11].
purposes [ABB+14]. push [Wu17].
Pushdown [CCD15]. Pushing
[FHV16]. Puzzle [IBM13a]. Puzzles
[RSBGN12, dCCSM+12, dCCSB+16]. Py
[DG12]. Py-Family [DG12]. pyramid
[MHT+13].

Q&A [Hof15, Hof16]. Q3 [Ven14]. Qeda
[Mac14, Keb15]. QC [JY14, HC17, VOG15].
QC-MDPC [HC17]. QIM [JK17]. QIP
[JJSW10]. QS [AZPC14, HDHW12].
Quadratic [KRD13, SEY14, YDH+15].
Quadraticity [MS12b]. Quality
[CSCW12, NN12, YCM+13, SS11, WZLW13, WKH11].
Quantitative
[BL15, MLBL12, MV16b, HM10].
Quantization [SSA13].
Quantization-Based [SSA13]. Quantum
[Ano15d, Ano16c, Ano17d, Ano17e, BB14, 
Ber14, BCF+14, Che17, CCL+13, Feb10, 
FKS+13, Fol16, JEA+15, Kar12, KP10, 
LHA+16, MS16, MSU31, MKAA17, NNA10,
NA10b, RK11, RSM15, Sti11, TKM12, Unr15, WCL+18, Y+17, ZWS+18, ABB+14, BJ16, CML+16, Edw17, FRT13, GJMP15, IM14, JSK+16, KKK+16, LyWSZ10, LCW+16, Lii12, QD16, SK14, Svo14, YDH+15, vDKS11, Sen10, Yan11. 
R [BS12, LVV11, PP10b, WYW14]. 
RAKAPOSHI [IOM12]. RAM [RYF+13]. 
Resettable [CPS16]. Resettable [COP14].
Resettable-Sound [COP14]. Resilience
[NTY12, GLL+18]. Resiliency [YM16].
Resilient
[AV12, BKKV10, FPS12, LTZY16, NYR+14,
Pan14, PSD15, XZY+12, YZ12, YNR12b,
YCZY12, ZYT12, ZWTM15, ZMZ17, ZY17a,
DLZ16a, GV14a, KPS10, MMSD13, YSJL14,
YKC+12, YLZ+16, ZY17b]. Resistance
[CGS12, PRC12, WLZL12, ZJ11, DLM13,
FIO15]. Resistant [BK12a, CDK+10,
GV14b, HF14b, WHZ12, WgMW12, WH17,
YPRI17, GMRT+15, HCC10, PBCC14,
VCK+12, WTT12, YKTK13]. resisting
[SXL16, Tam15]. Resistive
[DSB16, TCLF16]. Resource
[JMG+16, SZMK13, YNR12a, AMH10,
KAS15, LLZ+16, MVH15, Wn13,
XWZW16, ZPZ+16]. Resource-Constrained
[YNR12a, LLZ+16]. Resource-efficient
[SZMK13, XWZW16]. Response
[GHS14, HJKL15, ZHW+16, MRRT17].
Resprinting [TBCB15]. restoration
[WHZ12]. restricted [CLH+16]. result
[ACK+10, ED17]. Results
[DGS12, LFJ16, Hof16, KG10].
Rethinking [Che13, HU15, LSG16, MV16a].
Retrieval [BBB+16a, BTHJ12, CJP12,
HK14, JMG+16, JKHe12, Ye10, ZXX+11,
CJP15, SWW+17]. returned [War11].
reusable [RS17]. Reuse [ABF12]. Reveal
[Sta13]. Revealed [Ano15d]. Revealing
[BT12, KK12, KK13]. reverse [TQL+14].
Reversibility [FSX12b, HWY14].
Reversible [CLF11, CSS+13, HHS+15,
MM17, MR16, NC12, AMK12, CT11a,
HLC16, JK13, MM14a, NC13, PWL13,
PC14, TK14, WOLS12]. Reversibly
[MKH+12]. Review
[Ano15b, Ano17b, YL12, Ayu12, Bai12,
Bar12, Cou12, Dew11, Fu10, Gas13, Joh10,
Kat13, Keb15, Koh10, Led16, Lop15b,
Low12, Mei10, Mou15, Mur10, Sch15a, Sha10,
Ter11, Xie12, JAS+11, MM12, TPKT12].
Reviewed [Sch15a]. Reviews [SR14].
Revised [DDS12, Dan12, MV12, BYL10,
JY14, LH10a, vDKS11]. Revising [BT12],
revision [LT14h]. Revisited [CLY14,
DKPW12, DKS12, GWVC15, KFOS12,
LL11, Lop15a, PTK12, Sar12, Tan12a,
BCL14, HKT11, HYWS11, TS16a, ZCL+12].
Revisiting [TLW12, WSA15].
Revocability [WHLH16]. Revocable
[AEHS15, CD16, SE14, SE16, SZS14,
SZDL14, TCE15, TT12, Unr15, FLL+14,
WLFX17, WTT12]. Revocation
[AEHS15, LLC+15, LW16, Lop15b, RZ+16,
XMLC13, YWZ+12, ATK11]. Revoking
[TAKS10]. Revolutionized [Orn16]. RFID
[CJP15, AATM18, BL12, BSSV12, BM11,
CGCGPDMG12, CCF17, CJP12, Cho14,
DZS+12, FLL+14, For14, FMT12,
GMSW14, GI12, GSN+16, HSH11, HDPC13,
HQC+16, HCPLSB12, HCETPL+12,
LNZ+13, MO12, Mic16, MK12a, PPH12,
PLSvdLE10, QQL+16a, QQL+16b, SBS+12,
SPL1CB14, TG17, WH17, WCF18].
RFID-Enabled [QQL+16a, QQL+16b].
RFID/NFC [Mic16]. RFID. [KOP12].
RGB [SNM14, ST16]. RI [Sch15a]. Rich
[CS12]. Richman [Xie12]. Riddle
[Fox13, KM15, KM16]. Right
[Bro17, SR12a, BBG+17, LHA+12, Sch11].
Rightful [RR11]. Rights [LYRY10].
Rigorous [DK17]. Ring
[GHPS12, HKL+12, YKS10, YLA+13,
ZJ14, DZ14, Hwa11]. Ring-LPN [HKL+12].
Rings [YM16]. rise [Ano14]. Risk
[Zha15b, PAK15]. risks [Lan10, SS17].
RKA [SLY+16]. RKA-Secure [SLY+16].
RLCPs [DDS12]. RLWE [XZ+14]. RNG
[CGH17]. RNGs [DSDDW14]. RNTS
[PSOMPL13]. roaming [SCKH10, ZX11].
Robotic [SPW+16]. Robust
[BGAPM12, BCG12a, CFFR12, GKB17,
HZC+12, JSZ12, LSL12b, LSR13, MR16,
MU12, MS16, MC11, pNyWyY+14, OCG11, RR11, SJ12, SC12, SZTZ18, TLCF16, TK14, TTL10, WLLDB11, WgMdZIZ12, gWpNyY+14, XNG+14, YWNW15, YYO15, AP10, CLM+12, EAA+16, GZHD12, HZC+14, LW10, PKS18, RS17, yWpNyL11, yWpWyYp13, YSL+10, ZHH+17.


Round-Reduced [DWZW12]. Rounds [GST12, Sas12, LYHH14, MNP12]. Router [Bis17, SA15]. Routlette [Ham12, KZG10, WLY+15, LSG16, LC17]. RSA [Du12b, Kin11, Pie10, APPVP15, BBBBB13, Bro17, BNS17, CLSW12, Chm10, GM13, GST13, Her14, Hin10, HLYS14, IK15, KHHH14, KFL+10, Lim11, Moo12, SM10a, SM10b, SM110, SM110, Win17, YXA+16].


scheme \cite{GZHD12, GJ13, GMRT+15, GLM+16, GH16, HBBRMN+16, HL11, HCCC11, HLC16, HCC10, Hwa11, IB11, JNUH17, JLT+12, JZS+10, JMWM+16, KI11, KPC16, KDHI15, KK13, KHM13, KK+14, KKG14, Kim16, KLW+16, KWD+17, KWH16, KL11, LXLY12, LLLZ+16, LSR13, LH10c, LZX10, LNM+11, LMJ11, LK12, LLHS12, LNKL13, LK+17, LNK+18, LFWS15, LH13, LHH11, LWW10a, LWLW11, LW13b, LZX14, LL16a, LL16b, LWY12, MCM+18, MMS17c, MK12a, MSas13, NR17, Nos14, QMC17, QMW17, RSPL10, SGGCR+16, SM11, Tan12b, TY16a, TK14, TD14, TLL13, TLL12, UUN11, WWYZ11, WYYY11, yWpNyL11, WHL13, WDZL13, WLFX17, WZ11, WKKH1, WOLS12, WXK+17, XHH12, XWW16, XXXC14, XXX15, XMHD13, YC11, YCC16, YWK+10a, YCT15, YMSH10, ZYL+10, ZLY10, ZX1+14, ZYC+17, ZPWY12, ZHH+17, ZY17b, ZC12, ZBR11, DT13, LLLZ+12]. Schemes \cite{ABF12, BVS+13, BMF12, BBEPT14, BSJ15, CMLRHS13, CGL+12, Chu16, Des10b, FHKP17, FFL12, HSM14, HPO+15, LWW10b, LZCK14, MLCH10, MR14b, MMS17b, MKRM10, Oba11, PB12, PDNH15, PH12b, Sch10, Shi11, SKH17, SSU12, VSCR12, WGF16, YNR12a, YNR12b, Yek10, YWYZ+12, AGHP14, AN15, AHI+12, CDGC12, CHS11, CCG10, CLT13, DDD14, DD13, DZ14, FPBG14, FGMP12, FMA+18, HWDL16, HM10, KTU16, LHYZ12, MM12, MA17, NZL+15, QYWX16, SES+16, Sar10a, Sar11, hSSZ15, WW14, YT11b, ZCL+12, ZCLL14, ZT14]. Schneier \cite{Sev16}. Science [Bow11, Gas13, IEE10, IEE11b, Ter11, Bia12, PHW10m, Pet11]. scientists \cite{Goo12}. Scientometric \cite{Pal15, Pal16}. Scope \cite{Bai12}. Score \cite{GCSAddP11}. scoring \cite{OSSK16}. Scrambling \cite{LLL17}. Screen \cite{SPW+16, CTL12}. Script \cite{Rao10, Bax14}. Scripting \cite{DSB15}. scroll \cite{GMOGCC15}. SDB \cite{HWK+15}. SDOO \cite{PL16}. SDOO-based \cite{PL16}. SDH \cite{GMS11}. SDIVIP \cite{YNX+16}. SDN \cite{KCC17}. SDVS \cite{Wan10}. SE \cite{LLLS13}. SE-AKA \cite{LLLS13}. seals \cite{MN10}. Seattle \cite{LCK11, KCR11}. Seberry \cite{AHS14}. SEC \cite{PA10}. Second \cite{AKY13, ABM+12}. Secondary \cite{RS11}. Secrecy \cite{ABD+15, KZG10, TSH14, Yon12, ATKH+17, Bia12, RCW15, TCS14}. Secrecy-preserving \cite{TSH14}. Secret \cite{ASN11, ASN12, ADH17, Ayu12, BABB+16a, BMF12, BBEPT14, Bri11, CCM+15, CFOR12, CCL+13, DR12, Dew11, EM12, EA11, FHKP17, FR16, Fk12, HL10a, JLS12, KU14, KOTY17, KK12, KK13, KSSY12, KS15, LHF12, LPL15, Lin15, LCCJ13, LTC+15b, LJ16, Men13, MNS1, NS12, Oba11, PCPK14, SLL10, SC10, SS10c, SSU12, Sti15, TLW12, TWZ11, WBK16, WGF16, XZY+12, XJR+17, YFF12, YWYZ+12, ZC13, ADG16, AKK+17, BJ16, Bud16, Cha13c, CT11b, CW14a, CLZ+17, DD13, EEA13, EZ15, FH110a, GMMP15, GLW13, HF14a, HHI15, Ht15, HBBRMN+16, HCCC11, HLC12, KI11, KU16, L行为12, LT13, LyWSZ10, LHYZ12, Mas17, McK10, McK11, McK12, MB11, O010, Pea11, Pet11, QD16, Rus15, SB17, SA12, TQ+14, TD14, UUN11, UUN13, WL13, WZ11, WS12, WOLS12, Wu17, XW13, YC11, YCC16, YSC16, ZCL+12, ZZ15, ZPWY12]. SECRET \cite{LLL17, Bia12}. secret-key
[BJ16]. Secret-Sharing [BBEPT14].
Secretocracy [Ber16b].

Secrets
[BT12, CG14b, DLWW11, FMS12a, Kob10, Man13, Bha16, Cop10b, GGH+16b, Gup15, HRS13, Smi11a, Ano17b]. Secure
[ADMM16, AARJ12, Ash14, AMH+16, BVS+13, BWLA16, BCGH11, BCG12a, BCO+13, BWA13, BJL12, BHJP14, BF11, Bru12, BDH11, BCEM15, CFOR12, CCM17, CZF12, CZLC14, Che15, CMA14, DL15, DMS+16, DG15, DLZ+16b, Edw17, FLH13, Fri10b, FD11, FSX12a, zGXW12, GKM16, GGH14, GFBF12, GT12, GV14b, GHKL11, GM14, GZS+18, HvS12, HSM14, Har16, HL10b, HP14, HTZR12, HMCK12, HLKL15, HK14, IL15, Jac16, KW14, KME+12, Kip15, KHI0, LJS+14, LL15, LYZ+13, LTH+15, LTZY16, LSLW15, LLGJ16, LY15, LHL15, LLM12, LSC12, MLO17, MNP14, Mal13, MVVR12, MMS17b, MK12a, MKAAA17, NBZP17, NDC+17, NR12, NMS14, NSMS14, PR12, PSM17, Per13, QZL+16b, QZDJ16, RMP10, Rea16, RSGG15, SNJ11, SZS14, SVCV15, SP15b, SKH17, SRAA17, SSA11, SVG16, SYW17, SYC+17, SMS14, SZDL14, SGH15, SLY+16, SR12b, TLC15, TWZ11].

Secure
[TG12, TGC16, VMV15, WgMW12, WKB16, WXLY16, WLY17, WLH15, WBA17, WWHL12, WMS+12, tWmC12, XWSW16, XJWW13, YNR12a, YNR12b, YTH17, YKC+11, YAM+15, YGD+17, ZXZ+11, ZDL12, ZVG16, ZHT16, ZLW+17, ZBR11, AHS14, ABBD13, ACF16, AKA+17, ACD+15, BOB13, BSR+14, CC11L, CSS18, CLH13, CW14a, CS11, CDL18, FHH10a, FLC+14, FSGW12, FA14b, FIO15, FS18, Gal13, GLL+18, GCH15, HGYY11, HWK+15, HLYS14, HPY10, IB11, JLS+10, KPP16, KKA14, KRM+10, KTOU16, KDW+17, LLLS13, LDDAM12, LH11a, LLW16, LSR13, LCT+14, LAL+15, LL16a, LL16b, LBOX12, MR14c, NR17, NACLR12, NAL17, PSdO+13, PLSSvLE10, Rao17, RG10, RYF+13, RITF+11, RS15, SGGCR+16, SYL13, SWW+16, SSS11, SSPL+13, SXL16, Tar10, TLM13, TLL12, WMX+17, WCHC18, WXXC14, XXX15, YC12, yYqWqZC13, YZZ+14, YZCT17, YY11, YLS12, YMSH10, ZLY10, ZC1L14, ZZ15, ZYC+17, ZG10, ZZ12, ZX11].

secure
[ZY17b, ZC12, Zhu13, ZSW+18, Ano12, OKG+12, YSS14, YFK+12]. Secure-TWS
[OKG12]. Secured [LC17].
Securely
[CC10, KP17, LHL+14, MS16, WXY+17, BC18, der10].

Securing
[BK12b, CMLS15, CST+17, NPH+14, PMZ13, SFE10, SLJ11, Ste15b, TKR14, YMA17, YT12, CR10, Din10, SA15, Tox14].

Security
[ABJ13, ASBD16, Ano13d, Ano15a, Ano15d, ABF12, AN15, ABHC+16, AYS15, BCE+10, BCM+15, BRT12, BPR14a, BPR14b, BLS12, BCGN16, BDPS12, Bra15, BDH11, BP10, CFST17, CFE16, CHS11, CFXY17, CCD15, CPS16, CM11, DDS12, Dan12, DR12, DFKC17, FMA+18, FSX12b, FSX12c, GZZ+13, GSC17, HC12, Hel17, HB17, HLW12, HXC+11, HLCL11, HLT+15, HLN+10, IS12, IGR+16, JN12, Jia14a, KBL11, KFOS12, KSD+17, KD12b, LPS12, LST12, LW11a, LK14, LW12, LZ+17, LTW11, LP12, LRW17, LZC12a, LDB+15, LMS16, MTY11, MKN13, MCS+15, MH14, Mau12, MV16a, MLBL12, MPM+17, Nac12, NNM10, NDG+17, NVM+17, Nos11, Nos14, Orm16, OS16, Pas13a, PZPS15, PDNH15, PS14, PL16, PDT12, PNR17, RQD+15, RWZ12, Rog16, RS10, SN10, SNJ11, SBS+12, Sbr12, Sch13, SD12, Shi11, SLM10].

Security
[ST11, STC11, SMOP15, SCGW+14, Tso13, TV15, WYCF14, WSA15, WSS12, WCL+18, WS14, Yan10, YZGC12, YGS+17, YSS14, Von11, Zha15b, ZY17a, vTJ11, AB10a, Abo10, ABGR13, ABM+12, Ano11a, AD17, BYL10, BSS11, BDL+11, BLV17, BM11, BL11, CO11, CTHP13, CLC10, CVG+13, DLK+16, DHW+13, Edw14, FHM+12, FA14a, Fis15, GM16, GLM+16,
GMS11, GH12, HWDL16, HWG10, HLR11, HRS13, HLV10, KSA16, KKK+16, Lan10, Lan13, LH10a, LXMW12, LHH11, LZC14, LSG16, MZA+13, Men13, MII4b, NS10, NCL13, NLY12, OK18, OYHS12, PHWM10, QYWX16, Rec15, RPSL10, RH10, SA12, Ser12, SLZ12, SY15b, Sir16, Sta11a, Tan17b, UUN11, VCK+12, WCFW18, XCL13, Zha15a, WX12, YKC+12, Bar12].

Security-Aware [LMS16].

security-modified [MM14b]. SEDURA [LY15]. Seed [AS17, LYHH14, Sun11].


Selected [DDS12, Dan12, MV12, BYL10, JY14, LH10a, vDKS11, JY14, MV12].

Selection [KD12a, RP12, SEY14, FXP12].

Selective [BTHJ12, GDCC16, LW12, LSC+15, LZC12a, LZC14, LW13c]. Self [CHHW12, CSV15, HZ11, LCL+17a, LHM14, SA15, WHZ12, XWXC14, ZLDC15, AGH+17, FXP12, HL14, LT13, LH13, SH11].


Seminary [SS10c]. semirings [Dur15].

Sender [WZ15]. Sensational [YGFL15].

sense [Kem11]. Sensing [Kar12, RPG12, XWZW16, Fay16].

Sensitive [Kaw15, RQD+15, Tan15a].

Sensitivity [YGD+17, LWW+10]. Sensor [ABC+17, BN14, CS14, DS11, KH10, LLC11, LLZ+12, NNM10, NYR+14, OKG+12, PX13, PCPK14, RWWL14, SP15b, YM16, AS14, AIB+16, ADF12, BLAN+16, BBB16b, CDGC12, CLSW12, DSCS12, DLN13, HTC+10, JNUH17, JMW+16, KLC+10, KO16, KLW+16, KDW+17, LC17, LNK+18, PL16, SMK13, SKK10, Wan13, WW14, WXK+17, XWDN12, XMHD13, ZYL+10]. Sensors [DL12, LIK+17].

Sensory [SGC14]. Seoul [HL10a, LW11a]. separation [MJS13]. Sequence [PFS12, WGD+12]. Sequences [ADD10, Kla10, NN12, XYYY11, HLC12, VM14].

Sequential [GLR10, GLR13, LLY15, WYL13]. Series [BJL16, Die12]. Serpent [PC16]. Server [BCO13, Che15, GMSV14, LYL15, YLW13, ATKH+17, CSD18, CLHJ13, FA14b, HDPC13, HL14, ISC+16, LXMW12, LH13, SY15b, hSZZ15, SSAF11, SSS11, TLL12, WT10a].

Server-Aided [GMSV14, LY15, SSAF11].


Service-Based [LDB+15].

Service-Oriented [RSGG15]. Services [Aono11b, DLZ+16b, MEFO12, OO12, ZHL15, AZPC14, CSD18, CHX13, IMB17, IG11, NZL+15, PP11, XXX15]. Session [BS12, BKP12, CFST17, SHS12, AN15, DCAT12]. Session-Based [BKP12]. Set [Cor14b, EKP+13, YZ12, Con12, TMK11]. set-valued [TMK11]. sets [SF12]. Setting [BKLS12, HPH17, MZHY15, TYM+17, XXZ12, ZHL15]. Settings [GZ12]. setup [Jia16]. Several [Sas12, ZT14]. SGX [WBA17]. SHA [AAE+14, ABM+12, App15, jCPB+12, LC17, MAK+12, SKP15]. SHA-1 [AAE+14, SKP15]. SHA-256
SHA-3
[App15, MAK+12]. SHA-1
[ABM*12, jCPB+12, LC17]. SHA
[SBK+17]. SHA256
[GWM16]. Shadow
[Kap11]. Shadows
[YSC+15]. SHAkes
[CNR14]. Shamir
[BDG+13, UUN11, WKB16]. Shannon
[AMS+10]. Shape
[RTF*11, SY14, Pet11]. Shapes
[CJFH14, LMHH14, SY14, SGS14, ZZZC14]. Share
[DRD11, LNXY15, OKG+12, TYK+12, XJR+17, PZPS15, SA12, TG12, YYS+16, YNX+16]. shared-secret
[SA12]. Shares
[CFOR12, KU14, SA16a, WY12]. Sharing
[BFM12, BBEPT14, CCM+15, CFOR12, CCL+13, CCT+14, CLW16, DR12, EM12, FHKP17, FR16, HL10a, HRS13, HLT+15, KU14, KOTY+17, KSSY12, KS15, LYX+13, LPL15, Lin15, LCCJ13, LTC+15b, NS12, Oba11, PSM17, SC10, SSU12, TG12, YP12, YYZ+12, ZC13, AKK+17, ADH17, CT11b, CW14a, EZ15, EA11, FGMP12, GJMP15, GLW13, HP14a, HBBRNM+16, HCCC11, HLC12, KI11, KU116, KBP17, LXLY12, LT13, LFWS15, LAL+15, LyWSZ10, LHY12, LHL15, LLL+18, LL16a, Mal17, Oo10, QD16, Rao17, TD12, UUN11, UUN13, WKB16, WD12, WOLS12, YC11, YCC16, ZC12, ZZ15, ZPWY12, ZLL10]. Shell
[YSS14, Tay14]. Shenzhen
[IEE11a]. Shield
[NDG+17, KGV16]. Shift
[AKP12, ZH15, LKW11]. Shift-Type
[AKP12]. Shifting
[YWW10, CSS+13]. Shih
[Joh10]. Shopping
[AHS13]. Shor
[MNM+16]. Short
[BHG12, CWWL12, NR12, SKV12, WQZ+16, XGLM14, LL15, RD17, ZPWY12]. Short-Output
[NR12]. Shorter
[Hül13, PPB16, TH16]. Should
[Eve16]. shown
[Ana14]. shows
[Goo12]. Shparlinski
[Sha10]. Shredder
[AMH+16]. Shredding
[AMH+16]. SHS
[Ano12]. Shuffle
[HMR12]. shuffler
[BVIB12]. Shuffles
[CLKM13]. shunned
[Ree15]. Sicily
[Cra12]. Side
[AN17, BCO13, CFE16, CDK+10, CBL13, DMWS12, DKMR15, EWS14, GWM16, GPT14, KOP12, NDC+13, PRC12, SG15, SR12a, Via10, YL17, BVIB12, DJL+12, MFH13]. Side-Channel
[CBL13, EWS14, GWM16, GPT14, KOP12, NDC+13, PRC12, SG15, YL17, DMWS12, BVIB12, MFH13]. Sided
[HP14]. Sieve
[VM14]. SIFT
[KLY+12]. Sign
[LL15, MEO12, SPM+13]. Sign-On
[LL15, MEO12, SPM+13]. Signal
[Kar12, MS13b, RTF+11]. Signals
[LJK17, XNRG15]. Signature
[Ano13a, ABF12, ASS15, AEHS15, BHG12, BDH11, FGM10, GJJ15, GJZ17, GMSV14, HZX15, HP0+15, HHP17, Hül13, JL16, LIT+15, LGPRH14, MMN12, NBX13, PH12b, ST16, TTH15, WXL12, WLY15, WYML16, WHL16, XGLM14, Y+17, YMWS11, YLA+13, ZJ14, ZHL+12, AGHP14, CLSW12, CCG10, DZ14, DLN13, HYWS11, Hwa11, JZS+10, LWZG10, LL16b, Nos14, QYW16, QMW17, RSM15, SL10, XLL16, YWL+17, YLS12, YKC+12, ZLY10]. signature-based
[DLN13, QMW17]. Signatures
[Ano15a, ABC+17, AYS15, BBC+13, BDFK12, BH2+15, Fuc11, GY13, GdM16, HL13, HRS16, HBG+17, MFM+16, MCF17, MKAA17, Orm16, PST13, TH16, ASVE13, BDL+11, BP10, GMS11, Her14, LL15, PPB16, Tia15, ZQWZ10, Mou15]. Signcryption
[CMA14, DZY10, FZT13, FZT14, LI15, LSL12a, Rao17, XQL11, ZYD10, EZ15, HPO10, HS11, KL11, TK12, LK12, LI15, YMWS11, LH15]. Signed
[KWH16]. signer
[Hwa11]. Signing
[YAM+15]. Silent
[AMH+16]. Silverman
[Mei10]. Simon
[AMKA17]. Simple
[Ano13c, CZF12, Ros11, Sar10b, Sma16, TTD13, ZH15, Zin10, CLM+12, MMS17c]. Simpler
[TH16]. Simplified
[PS12]. Simulation
[CPS16, MS13a]. simulations
Simultaneous [YWZ+12].
Singapore [Abe10]. Single
[ABK13, LL15, MEFO12, Sas12, SPM+13]. Single-SP [Sas12]. Singular
[ABK13, LL15, MEFO12, Sas12, SPM+13]. Single-SP [Sas12]. Singular
[LSD12b, BWA13]. Sins [HLV10]. SIP
[KKGK10, ZZT16]. SIP-based [ZZT16]. SIPF [SYC+17]. Site [DSB15, SS10c].
siteDriverID [SSG+16]. Size
[AS17, AEHS15, CJ13, CSW12, EAA12, Kim15, LCLL15, MTY11, ZMW16, AHL+12, LCT+14, PPTT15, SGM16]. Size-Constrained [EAA12]. Skin
[FLS+10, KNR10]. Skin [AQD12]. skyline [BKVI13]. Slantlet [TK14]. Slicing
[MZ17b]. Sliding [BBG+17, Bro17, Win17]. SLMAP
[HCETP+12]. Slow [SMI11b]. Small
[BMJ14, BKLS12, BB10, CJ13, Kim15, LCLL15, YM16, AAT16, GJB13, Jous13]. Smart
[AN17, ABCI17, BSJ15, DLZ+16b, HCL+14, LA10, MFG16, PDDT12, WgMLZ12, WgMW12, CHS11, CLHJ13, HCC10, LH10c, LNM+11, LXMW12, LNKI13, LTC+15a, MM12, MCN+18, WMYR16, YZZ+14, YSL+10, Cho10, GLIC10, SD12].
Smart-Card-Based [HCL+14]. Smartphone [MDM17, DL15].
Smartphones [Cor14b]. smashed [Fag17].
Smith [ANO16a]. Smooth [XYX+11, YC11, ZBR11]. SMS
[APK+12, SdOD+13]. SMSCrypto
[PSO+15]. Snakes [PC16]. SNOW [PC16].
Snowden [Tox14]. SnC [GC17]. Social
[BSPDI7, KTA12, NSA15, NRZQ15, PYM+15, Rog16, SKGY14, SZT18, WLY+15, ZW15, Zha15b, ZHL15, BDK11, LCM+17, LZC17, SM11a]. Society
[SC15a, Sch12b]. Socio [NS12].
Socio-Rational [NS12]. SoD [VN16]. Soft
[TLCF16, SS17]. Soft-Error [TLCF16].
Softw [WZM12a]. Software
[Bar15, Bee17, EWS14, LRWW14, MV16a, YGD+17, ZPM+15, AGHP14, ABF+14, CFH+13, DK17, Eve16, GGH+16b, GIJ+12, HLV10, KHF10, LBOX12, SF12, YWT+12].
Solan [CGB+10]. solid [Cri16]. Solution
[Fll15, GSFT16, HLL15, Kam13, NA10b, YFT17, Cor14a]. Solutions
[LLGJ16, BLV17, KAS15, WW14]. Solved
[IBM13a]. Solving [ANO17c, BB10, Bull10a]. Some
[AD12, Ber12, Dur12, LWW10b, Mid10]. Somewhat
[KOS16]. Song [Cot12]. Sood
[MWZ12]. SOSEMANUK [PC16]. Sound
[COP14, LSR13, Sav15]. Source
[Bis17, FKOV15, MBC15, RWLL14, ABF+14, LZC17, PX13, Pow14].
Source-Based [MBC15]. Sources
[DBH16, BJ16, SSY12]. South
[BL10, LWY11a]. Soviet [Bud16]. SP
[Sas12, SEH12]. SPABox [FGR+17].
Space
[BWR12, BKL+13, NYR+14, RYF+13, ZZ15]. Space-Filling
[BWR12]. Spaces [SH15]. spam
[SKE14]. Spanish
[Pet11, SGG+16]. Sparse
[AGW15, AAT16, BCP+13]. SPARTA
[MMS+17a]. SpartanRPC [CS14]. Spatial
[AV12, CZF12, PDM12, CW14b, NZL+15]. Spatiotemporal [DMLT12]. Speaker
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